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A new survey shows Americans have record-low confidence in the media, and solution-minded experts don t see a quick fix for newspapers and TV networks.
Media s credibility crisis doesn t have quick fix as trust in newspapers, TV news crumbles, experts say
The Big Three broadcast networks ̶ that would be ABC, CBS and NBC ̶ appear to be in mute mode when it comes to coverage of the U.S. border with Mexico. A painstaking new study reveals all.
A year of near-silence from the major media on border crisis
Social media users shared a range of false claims this week. Here are the facts, as verified by The Associated Press: ...
The week in fake news: They re viral on social media but these stories flunked the truth test
The number is a result of the National Suicide Hotline Designation Act, which was signed into law in 2020. The bill trims the previously 10-digit number for the National Suicide Prevention ...
National 9-8-8 crisis line now active
As it erodes empathy, social media has become dangerous to a healthy society. The empathy levels of American college students have dropped 40 percent, which some researchers attribute to the rise of ...
The Role of Social Media in Our Empathy Crisis
Things are coming to a head sooner than expected. We are free-falling into the abyss of unpredictable weather. The most worrying aspect is, as nature strikes back against our past violations in varied ...
Ever Changing Moods: A political climate crisis
President's oil crisis fuels national discontent with agenda. Biden criticized for energy actions that restrict American production and don't lower gas prices.
Biden s oil crisis fuels national discontent with president's agenda
The focus on social media as the primary source of the adolescent mental health crisis is misguided, and not evidence based. The actual sources of adolescent mental health problems are the existential ...
The Youth Stress Pandemic: Social Distress, Not Social Media
Hosted by Makin It Happen, a organization committed to promoting the overall well-being of youth and families with a focus on alcohol, tobacco and other drug prevention efforts, one recurring theme ...
Shaheen discusses fentanyl crisis with local expert roundtable
Britain's former finance minister, Rishi Sunak, in the running to become the next prime minister, would put the government on a crisis footing from "day one" of taking office, he said in an interview ...
Britain's Sunak to put government on crisis footing -Times interview
Pregnancy crisis centers have emerged as the latest battleground in abortion access following the Supreme Court's ruling overturning federal protections.
Abortion fight shifts to 'pregnancy crisis' centers
Virgin Media O2 has made it free for customers to access a range of financial support websites as part of its latest measures to help customers deal with the rising cost of living. The operator has ...
Virgin Media O2 makes access to financial support websites free for mobile users
U.S. Coast Guard and Miami-Dade police boats were on scene as officials intercepted a sailboat containing more than 100 migrants near Boca Chita Key Thursday morning.
150+ migrants intercepted in sailboat believed to be from Haiti, a country in crisis
Italian Premier Mario Draghi s decision to turn in his resignation after his unity

coalition broke apart dramatically in Parliament was the latest step in a political crisis that could take months ...
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